
2 . A Grammatical Sketch of Dasenech

2. 1 Segmental Phonology

Dasenech has the following underlying phonemes:

Consonants

Labials b B f m w
Coronals tdDszn rl
Palatals c j s p y
Velars k g G
Glottals ? h

Symbols have the usual I. P. A. values except for B,

D, G which are implosive stops.

Vowels

i, ii u, uu
e, ee o, oo

a, aa
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DASENECH

The principal 'low-level 1 realization rules are as
follows:

/w/ is realized as v before front vowels, e.g.,
/wee?+m+a/ »veeme 'I call 1 versus /wozin+ti/——

»

wozinni
' heart '

.

/z/ alternates freely with 6_ (and was represented as
the latter in Sasse, 1974): ?aazu ~ ?aa5u 'sun 1

.

/k/ is realized as £, x, or ^ before non-high back
vowels (a, o) except after T according to the following
conditions: £ is the lento pronounciation both initially
and medially. In allegro speech it is retained only phrase-
initially and after consonants; intervocalically it is re-
placed by x or even voiced to ^: tdkac 'one', lento [tdqaec] ,

allegro [taxaec] or [tayaBC] ; k6sol ' laugh I '
, lento and

allegro [qosoll] , ha kosolmo f I laugh 1 lento [aa qosolmo]

,

allegro [aa xosolmo] or [aa yosolmo]

.

/h/ is seldom realized as such. It occurs only word
initially, being replaced by £ or deleted in all other
positions according to morphophonemic rules (see below)

.

Initially it is generally represented by a slight glide
(voiceless or voiced) which attracts the color of the
following vowel: haDa 'girls 1 [aaDa] , hurum 'large bird'
(guram] or [uurmnT"!

Coronal nasals and liquids are lengthened initially
and finally: ?il 'eye 1 [?ill], luoc 'lion' [lluoc] , ruure
'young men' [rru:re] , ?ir 'rain' [?irr], nee 'ears' [nng: ]

,

man 'there isn't' [mmann] . Likewise, m is lengthened
initially and s_ is lengthened finally: imir 'cutl ' [mm£rr] ,

les 'earth, bottom, field 1 [lless]

.

Every word begins with one and only one consonant
followed by a vowel, i.e., with a CV sequence. Words may
end in vowels or consonants. Final vowels are often semi-
mute (voiceless) and may be omitted altogether in allegro
speech unless followed by a pause. This is not valid for
monosyllabic words, where final vowels are always fully pro-
nounced. Alternatively, final vowels before a pause may
also be retained in polysyllabic words. When fully pro-
nounced, however, final vowels are often aspirated, i.e., fol-
lowed by a slight breath. Thus, the context forms soon 'nose 1

,

me 'head 1 are uttered in pausa as soon - soono ~ soono
and me - me*1

, respectively. In the standard orthography
used

-
in this article, I transcribe such words as ending

in full vowels, e.g., soono and me. It has to be noted,
however, that at least in some monosyllabic verb stems
whose imperatives are of the form CV v CV*1 , final aspir-
ation may be best interpreted as the phonetic manifestation
of an underlying /h/, because these stems share some of
the characteristics of stems ending in a glottal stop.
By interpreting them as -h stems one would be in a position
to attribute these characteristics to a single class of
stems ending in glottals (see discussion in 2.7 below).

There is a wide range of allophonic variation in
vowels. Short vowels are generally lax, a, i, and u being
centralized (i.e., approximately [e] , [+], and [u] medially
except after 2 and h. Long aa is always tense [a:], ii
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DASENECH

and uu are lax open but not centralized ([i:], [»:]). Un-
accented final i^ and u are lowered to [e] and [o] , resp.,
but do not coincide with e and o which are always lax
open [e] and [o]. This lowering does not take place when
the vowels concerned are preceded by one of the palatal
consonants. Thus les-cu f my country, my field' [llesca]
vs * les-ku 'your country' [llesko] . Contrast i : e, and
u : o in kosolmo [qosolmo], form A imperfect basic stem
of /kosol7 ' laugh' : koosolmu [qorsolmo], form A sub-
junctive intensive of /kosol/, 'laugh/; ?erreme [?erreme] r

form A imperfect basic stem of /?ereb/, ' lick' : ?eeremi
[?e:reme], form A perfect intensive of /?ereb/, 'lick 1

.

For a more detailed discussion of Dasenech low-level
rules see Sasse 1974, and esp. Sasse (forthcoming).



3. Historical Notes

3.1 Comparative Phonology

Regular sound correspondences with other Cushitic lan-
guages have yet to be worked out. In the following, I will
give a summary of some preliminary findings.

The five-vowel system with two degrees of length ap-
pears to be an inheritance from Proto-East-Cushitic (hence-
forth PEC) . There is a fair degree of correspondence be-
tween Dasenech and any of the East Cushitic languages.
Dasenech short e corresponds to Konsoid e and Somali/Oromo
a in a number of words. In some of these cases there is
a palatalization of original velars before this a in Somali
and Oromo which leads to the assumption that Dasenech and
Konsoid e is a reflex of PEC *e which became a in Somali
and Oromo after palatalization had taken place:
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Short final vowels have been deleted. Thus the pat-
tern of the Dasenech word is more Somali-like than Oromo-
like: 'eye 1 Dasenech ?il , Somali il^, but Oromo il-a ; 'dig!

'

(sing,), Dasenech Got , Somali god , but Oromo k'6t-i . Long
vowels in final position have been retained, cf. PEC
*k , ot-aa 'dig!' (pi*) = Dasenech Go z6 (with vowel harmony),
Somali qoda , Oromo k'6ta? (= underlying /k'ot+aa/).

A distinction between long and short final vowels
is made in monosyllabic words. In this case, long vowels
are not original, but result from deletion of consonants
and subsequent fusion of vowels. Thus, synchronically laa
from underlying /lab+a/ 'throw/ (pi.), and historically
ne£ from *nebe 'ears' (cf. Arbore nebin 'id. 1

).

Final mid and high vowels have merged to high vowels

(£' L *i' 2.' H *H) • Al1 instances of final e and o
in the modern language are derived (either synchronically
or historically from a.

On the raising of a to e_ in the environment of former
pharyngeals see below.

Among the consonant correspondences which are fairly
clear are the following:

Dasenech initial /D/ corresponds to common Lowland
East Cushitic D (realized as cff 4/ * d or similar accord-
ing to language): Dasenech Dir ' long7" = Somali deer ,

Oromo Deera?, Konso Deri ; Dasenech Dal - "begat, bear a
child' = Somali 4,al -, Oromo Dal-, Konso Dal -; Dasenech Duus-
1 break wind 1 = Somali cfcaus- , Oromo Duuf- , Konso Duus -.

Dasenech initial /G/ corresponds to Somali 2. (J. *n
palatal contexts) , Oromo k^ (c_|_ in palatal contexts) / Konso
G, and Gidole k^ (PEC *k ' ) , cf . Geb- and Gab- above. A
further example is Got- 'dig, bury* - Somali god-, Oromo
k'ot-, Konso Got-.

PEC *t and *k are usually retained as such initially,
except for (apparently non-regular) palatalizations (where
t, k *c) before e and i^. Examples are tun- 'beat,
thresh' = Somali turn- 'hammer', Oromo turn- 'forge', Konso
turn- 'forge, thresh, beat'; cira 'liver' = Oromo tlru? ,

Konso tira(a) ; kor- 'mount' - Somali, Oromo, Saho kor-

'mount' ; kimiddi (/kimir+ti/) 'bird' = Saho kimbiro, Somali
simbir , Oromo (Tulema) simbira , Oromo (Borana) simp?irr-e?
(PEC *kimbir-) 'bird'. For palatalization of k-, cf . the
examples cer- 'dog' and cen 'five' above. "~

Dasenech initial b and 3 correspond to PEC *b and *£,
resp. Thus, baz 'Lake Rudolf = Saho, Somali bad 'sea';
binic 'wild animal' = Oromo bineensa , Konso p£nanta , Rendille
bina? ; gaa-u 'short' = Somali gaab-an , Oromo gabaaba

?

;

guur- 'migrate' = Somali guur -.

PEC *1_, *r, *m, *n are regularly retained: laf-itti
'bone' = Saho, Somali Taf , Oromo laf-e? , Konso lctf-ta ; ?il
'eye' = Somali il_, Oromo ila , Konso il-ta ; raf- 'stay over-
night 1 = Oromo raf- 'sleep' ; mur- 'cut' = Oromo, Konso,
Gidole mur - 'cut, judge'; neb fateful, hatred' = Somali
neTeb * id' , Saho -n?eb- hate 1

. In a number of verb stems,
final *m appears as n: tun - 'beat' = PEC *tum . The
clusters *mb and *nD (where D represents any coronal
obstruent) are represented as m and nn , resp.: /kimir+ti/
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'bird 1 = PEC *kimbir-
/ sinn-a f urine' = PEC *sind l - (or

* sint' -)

.

Etymologies for w and y_ a^e rare, but cf . wozinni
'heart 1

, veeme 'to call' (root /we?/) and Somali wadne
'heart' and wa£- 'to call', and the A form prefix of the
prefix verb class y- (= Common Cushitic y_-) .

2 and h go back to original pharyngeals *_? and *h in
many cases. Etymologies for *h are not available, but
the treatment of *]_ seems to be different from that of
*_T: whereas *£ is reflected by 2 word-finally (cf . vf
'call.' ' < *wi£, me? 'sweet' <: *me? ) ; it appears that *?
is altogether lost, cf. s_6 'meat' - Gidole so?a , SomalT
so? .

Former pharyngeal phonemes , regardless of whether
they are lost or reduced to ]_, h, left traces by changing
neighboring a to e, cf. PEC * ?aan- 'milk' >?een-u (Sasse
1973).

Geminate bb and kk were not subject to consonant dele-
tion (M-3) but lost their gemination and appear as b and k:
takac 'one' = Oromo takka , tokko . In the case of bE, this
degemination process has not yet been completed, since
there are several alternations of b and bb .

n was palatalized to _p in the environment of front
vowels, cf. pirip 'camel foal' = Somali nirig.

t became a voiced interdental/dental spirant z - "?

inter-vocalically. Otherwise, it was subject to t-assimila-
tion (M-5) . Residual occurrences of word-initial and word-
final t merged with tt into a new (taxonomic) t-phoneme,
which Is simple initially and finally, and optionally tense
medially (represented medially as tt in this article)

.
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